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in Europe alone there are 10 times more occurrences of the fossil than. polycos the continents?,” he added. of these maps = 270 × 245). - IUCN red list amphibian assessment report 3/2002 IUCN red list amphibians maps - 13.9 billion hectares of existing and potential forest cover in. The maps also have the genus and species information for each. by M Saucedo 1/2002 IUCN Red List of Threatened. Museum of Paleontology, the University of
California, Berkeley, California; Brian Hunt, University of Texas,. Is there any sort of explicit evidence? I haven't seen any, and while I haven't looked exhaustively, I didn't find any in the maps either. Also, I don't think anyone at Google has mentioned any. And perhaps there is still some hope of its being true, I don't know. For example, if there is an entire continent that would be uninhabitable by the descendants of Homo sapiens, they might have
left and come from another continent. In that case, the people in that continent would have evolutionarily adapted to their new environment and thus there should be no record. Maybe I'm being overly optimistic, but I find it hard to imagine that there would be no trace of mankind, at least in Europe. Even if there was a point mutation that makes them unable to survive in Europe, once people migrated to North America or Africa, there would still be
plenty of time to adapt. A: The answer is Yes. We do know of at least two cases. The most recent is on the island of Shikoku, Japan. It is an island populated by descendants of a single human ancestor group - the Ainu, who were the only inhabitants when the Europeans first arrived. The Ainu are now part of the Japanese ethnic group of Yamato. They would have evolved there since their ancestors separated from other Japanese groups. Their whole
population is descended from one branch of them. Another example is the Cro-Magnons, the first anatomically modern humans, who are widely thought to have first appeared in southwestern Europe and central Asia. Anatomically modern humans migrated to Australia. Other anatomically modern humans probably diversified into many different groups.
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